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The Day of Reckoning :
Finding Japan's Top
Matsusaka Cow
Japan has several well-known beef cattle “brands”, at the pinnacle of which stand the
cattle raised in Matsusaka.
Of these, Japanese Black heifers sourced from the Tajima and Awaji regions of
Hyogo Prefecture and fattened for 900 days or more are in a class of their own, and
are known as “premium Matsusaka beef cattle”.
Every November the Matsusaka Beef Cattle Competition (Matsusaka Nikugyu
Kyoshinkai) is held. In 2015 a total of 50 of these majestic animals took part in the
event, and following two hours of painstaking judging, the 686-kg Momomiya, a
1,007-day resident of a Matsusaka feedlot farm, was crowned the 66th queen of the
Matsusaka cows.
Text: JQR editorial department Photos: Satoru Naito

Under the crowd's watchful
eyes, cattle move from standby
tent to judging area as their
numbers are called, each one
a magnificent beast raised
with the utmost care by a beeffattening farmer.
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Impressive to Behold, Shockingly Expensive to Buy,
and Needless to Say, Incredibly Tasty

Matsusaka Beef, the Ultimate Wagyu:
a Visually-Arresting and Delicious Work of Art

Each one a splendid specimen
with a shiny coat: en masse
a magnificent spectacle

Japan has over 200 beef cattle brands competing in terms of quality.
The three most famous are Matsusaka, Kobe, and Omi beef.
Of these, Matsusaka beef cattle are painstakingly fattened just a
few head at a time by feedlot farmers.
Read on to find out what makes these particular cows so special.
Text: JQR editorial department Photos: Satoru Naito
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setan in Shinjuku, Tokyo is a

of its own. It is the flesh of Japanese

well-known luxury department

Black cows who have not yet been in

store, and its bustling basement food

calf, fattened in a specific region of Mie

hall offers a tempting array of ready-

Prefecture, and the term “Matsusaka

made dishes and bento boxes, dried

beef” or “Matsusaka beef cow” applies

goods, and confections both Japanese

only to cattle registered on a

and western, plus regional specialties

“Matsusaka beef unit identity control

from across the country, and imported

system” that contains information on

delicacies from around the world. The

bloodlines, birth, shipping and

refrigerated meat cabinets occupying

distribution. For the Japanese,

part of the fresh food section run for

Matsusaka beef is an aspirational meat,

brushing their coats, or performing

over twenty meters along the aisle.

a treat for special occasions. What is

myriad other tasks. Such individualized

Strolling along and taking in the lineup

less widely known is that there is

care means a single feedlot cannot

of famous meat brands, one arrives at a

another, even more special category of

support many stock.

sign proclaiming “Matsusaka beef” and

Matsusaka beef: “premium (tokusan)

Apart from the longer fattening period,

a counter devoted to exactly that. This

Matsusaka beef”.

to qualify as “premium” the animal must

is the only butcher's shop I know of
that specializes in a single brand of
meat. Great chunks of Matsusaka
sirloin have been placed almost

6

Hyogo Cattle are Fattened
Longer to Become Premium
Matsusaka Cows

Matsusaka beef is characterized by its deep red
flesh and high-quality, quick-melting fat.

be a calf from Hyogo. If both of these
conditions are met, the result is a
premium Matsusaka beef cow, a
designation that applies to only about

reverently in the cabinet, their vivid

After procuring a calf, beef-fattening

percent of all Matsusaka cattle, or

scarlet flesh shot through with delicate

farms will typically keep it for about

fewer than 300 head annually, making

veins of fat. The attractive display

600 days before shipping it to market.

them a rare beast indeed.

contains ranboso (part of the rump),

However, premium Matsusaka beef

Matsusaka beef cattle were originally

oyster blade steak, aitch bone, and

cattle must be kept for 900 days or

calves from Tajima broken in in

fillet. This is indeed a high temple of

more, or about 10 months longer than

Wakayama, and brought to the region

beef, an art gallery of bovine

usual, the idea being to age the beef

by livestock traders to till the fields.

delectableness. The shop only deals in

while it is still on the well-fattened

Animals retired after working for three

A5-grade Matsusaka beef, and aged

hoof. For the feedlot farmer, this longer

or four years used to be kept for a year

beef at that, which makes for some

period naturally carries greater risks.

or so then sent to be slaughtered for

eye-wateringly high prices: top-grade

There is a chance the animal will stop

meat. This humble background shows

sirloin, for example, might sell for

eating, suffer an injury, or possibly

us that raising Matsusaka beef cattle

¥10,800 per 100 grams (including tax).

succumb to the condition known as fat

has not always been a matter of

Even so, the massive hunks of meat

necrosis. Fattening farms are especially

sacrificing economic efficiency in order

visibly reduce in number day by day,

diligent when it comes to livestock

to produce a luxury product.

and it isn’t long until the display needs

health management, and caring for the

to be completely restocked.

cattle is a full-time job, whether it be

Matsusaka beef is brand beef in a class

taking them out for walks on fine days,
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Cattle assembled for judging. Animals are
escorted in and out several times to discern
their merits and weaknesses. Do the farmers
recall the long days spent raising their prize
charges as they while away the long waiting
time?
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Matsusaka Beef Unit
Identity Control System
You can use the “Matsusaka beef
unit identity control system” to find
out more about the Matsusaka beef
you have purchased.

Start by finding the 10-digit number
on the Matsusaka beef sticker.

J

apanese beef consumption

protected in this way? Because quite

dates back only as far as the

simply, it tastes so good. This is due to:

Meiji era. After Emperor Meiji dined on

1. Its delicate marbled fat (shimofuri)

beef in 1872, the meat quickly gained

and tenderness

popularity, and as a producer of good-

2. Its sweet, full-bodied, refined

quality cattle the Matsusaka region

fragrance

began sending its livestock to other

3. The low melting point of its fat,

parts of the country in response to

making for excellent mouthfeel

demand.
Today, “Matsusaka beef” is managed

This delectableness is the subject of

as a brand by several related bodies,

research by the Mie Prefecture

starting with the producers' organization

Livestock Research Institute. According

– the Matsusaka Ushi Kyogikai

to senior researcher Takeo Miyake, the

(Matsusaka Cattle Council) – and the

wonderful melt-in-the-mouth quality that

majority of the meat is sold at stores

sets Matsusaka beef apart is due to

belonging to the Matsusaka Nikugyu

unsaturated fatty acids.

Kyokai (Matsusaka Beef Cattle
Association). These stores display an
“Association member's certificate” or
“approved Matsusaka meat retailer
Then go to the Mie Prefecture
Matsusaka Shokuniku Kosha website
(http://www.mie-msk.co.jp) and enter
the number in the “Search beef unit ID
number” box.

This will bring up “stock unit data”, “farm
data” and “slaughter/shipping data”.

certificate”, with the “Matsusaka beef”

Unsaturated Fatty Acids and
Inosinate the Secrets to
Superlative Flavor
“Unsaturated fatty acids have a low

sticker placed in front of meat in the

melting point, which makes the meat

chiller cabinets. The sticker serves as

more tender, and the fat melt more

proof of the meat's provenance. This

readily in the mouth.” Miyake explains

level of control, right down to the level

that for each extra month a cattle beast

of individual cuts, is to guard against

is fattened for market, unsaturated fatty

cheap meat being sold to consumers

acid content rises about 0.5 percent,

under false pretenses as “Matsusaka

which is why the meat of premium

beef”.

Matsusaka beef cattle fattened for

To prevent this kind of dishonest

longer periods is especially tender.

practice, in August 2002, a step ahead

Even when kept thoroughly chilled in

of the national authorities, the Mie

the refrigerator, the fat will be about as

Prefecture Matsusaka Shokuniku Kosha

soft as your earlobe, and at room

public corporation introduced an ID

temperature, virtually translucent. This

system for individual Matsusaka cattle.

makes it hard to capture the white of

Matsusaka cattle on feedlot farms are

the fat in photographs.

assigned a 10-digit number and tracked

“You have to chill premium Matsusaka

all the way from farmer to slaughter,

beef really well before photographing it,

and then to distribution. Consumers can

or the marbling will not show up as that

visit a website and enter the number

vibrant white, but just look sticky.”

shown on the Matsusaka beef sticker

The meat also acquires a more intense

into the “Matsusaka beef unit identity

wagyu aroma the longer the animal is

control system” to find out everything

kept, and is sweeter as well. Amino

from the animal's name to its date of

acids and inosinate are essential

birth, place of birth, where it was

components of this umami quality, but

fattened, its bloodline back three

surprisingly, premium Matsusaka beef

generations, plus the feedlot name and

contains only low levels of amino acids,

number of days the animal underwent

but tends to be rich in inosinate.

fattening (see box at left). The date the

Research has only just begun, and is

cow was slaughtered, date of shipping,

still at the data-gathering stage, but

address and telephone number of the

scientific proof of the secret to

purchaser of the carcass are also

Matsusaka beef's superlative flavor is

included, providing reassurance

doubtless not far away.

regarding the safety of the meat
purchased (only available in Japanese).

Sleek fat premium Matsusaka beef
cattle line up patiently in a huge
tent serving as the standby area.
Proceedings begin with the farmers
and traders taking part in the auction,
scrutinizing the cattle themselves to
find the best prospects.

There are six judges. Prices at auction between first and second place
holders can differ by over 10 million yen (26 million yen at the 66th
competition). The judges perform their role with great diligence, as the
reasons for their choice must be convincing to all.

Why is the Matsusaka beef brand

8
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Having won first prize, Mr. Yukinari Kitamura has plenty to smile about. Momomiya sold for ¥33.1 million at auction, benefiting from the
buz z sur r ounding t he G7 summit due to be held at Ise-shim a in M ay 2016.

T
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he Matsusaka Beef Cattle

approach these large, powerful-looking

Livestock Research Institute mentioned

Competition is held every

creatures with their splendid horns and

on the previous page), “The benchmark

November in order to find the best

rugged features, but their big round

is basically that for breeding cows: a

Matsusaka cow. A huge event, it

eyes hint at great gentleness.

healthy body with just the right amount

attracts crowds of spectators not just

Apparently, despite their appearance,

of muscle. Ideally a fattened beast has

from Matsusaka, but also nearby Tsu,

cattle are timid creatures. It's true that

flesh on top of that.” The judges move

Ise and elsewhere to the Matsusaka

things are tranquil in the tent: one

unhurriedly among the cattle,

Agricultural Park Bell Farm where the

would never imagine there were 50

scrutinizing them from all angles.

competition is held. Last year (the 66th

cows tethered here.

Occasionally they crouch down and

competition) there were 88 cattle

Nine o'clock struck, and judging finally

entered in the preliminary round of
judging, 50 of which advanced to the

Wi n n i n g f i r s t p r i z e a t t h e Ma t s u s a k a b e e f c a t t l e c o mp e t i t i o n i s a g r e a t h o n o r . Fr o m t h e a wa r d c e r e mo n y to the auction, spectators filled
t h e v e n u e , g r e e t i n g e a c h r i s i n g b i d wi t h e n t h u s i a s t i c a p p l a u s e .

hard to discern any obvious differences

Every one of them strives to achieve a

between the cows, and the farmers,

win in the competition, which in turn

swallowing hard, kept their gaze fixed

helps to maintain the superlative quality

firmly on the conferring judges. At last

of premium Matsusaka beef.

a consensus seemed to have been

At the award ceremony, which began at

reached, and Mie Prefecture Livestock

noon, the winner was congratulated by

Research Institute senior researcher

the governor of Mie Prefecture, the

the judges have to be sure,” says

Toshihide Okamoto, chair of the judging

mayor of Matsusaka, and other

Miyake. By “that kind of money”, he

panel, stepped up to the microphone.

luminaries. This was followed by a

peer up from underneath, checking for

means the price at auction. The

For a brief moment the tension in the

public auction that started at 1 p.m.

started. A number is called over of the

any scratches or skin blemishes around

difference between first and second

arena was palpable. Okamoto gave a

Numbers lit up the electronic display as

megaphone, and the cow in question is

the belly. Even the slightest swelling

place is enormous. For example, on this

brief and informative outline of the

the auctioneer made his calls.

main competition. Following rigorous

led into the judging arena by the farmer

inside the legs will be noted.

occasion the top-placed cow sold for

judging process, before declaring the

3,700,000-, 3,800,000-, 3,900,000-

judging, a “queen” is chosen from

who raised it. There are six judges,

Once the first round of judging is

just over 33 million yen. The runner-up

winner to be entry number 15,

...at

among these premium Matsusaka beef

joined by six assistants to make a total

complete, the cow returns to the

came in at 6.7 million, a difference of

Momomiya. The crowd erupted, cheers

4,000,000- spontaneous applause

cattle, which have been fattened for

of 12 on the judging panel. First they

marquee, before being called out again

over 26 million yen. This is fifteen times

rang out, and winning entrant Yukinari

broke out. In 2002 the top cow sold for

almost three years and are the pride of

check things like the animal's size,

a short while later, this time to

the value of the average cattle beast,

Kitamura and his prize cow were

50 million yen. The Matsusaka Beef

their farmers.

whether it has an even covering of flesh

determine its merits by comparison with

and the reason why the judging must

immediately mobbed by reporters

Cattle Competition is a huge event that

Cattle start arriving at the site just after

and thus tidy proportions, its coat, and

a handful of others. Judges have the

be scrupulously fair.

seeking interviews.

encapsulates the spirit of the

seven in the morning, and proceed to

the shape of its fetlocks.

animals line up for comparison,

As the judging progressed, eventually

The Matsusaka beef cattle competition,

Matsusaka beef brand.

the massive marquee that serves as a

According to deputy chair of the judging

reposition them, and then study them

only the finest examples of Matsusaka

launched in 1949, is a high point of the

standby area. Each weighs around 650

panel Takeo Miyake (the senior

again. This process is repeated several

cattle remained in the ring.

calendar for the farmers who fatten

kilograms. One might be hesitant to

researcher at the Mie Prefecture

times to allow the judges to identify

By this stage, to the amateur eye it was

premium Matsusaka cattle for market.

2016 vol.27

even tiny variations in quality.

Under the watchful eyes of
the crowd, judging continues
in order to find which animal
has earned the top honor
“With that kind of money riding on it,
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Between them an
Incredible Eight Winners

The Beef-Fattening Legends
Kichi Kubo and Jiro Tochigi

Talking to the Experts

Fukano in Iinan-cho, Matsusaka, is a hill village known as the birthplace of Matsusaka beef.
We asked two locally-renowned farmers who have been fattening Matsusaka cattle for decades
how they raise these splendid beasts.
Text: JQR editorial department Photos: Shingo Shiokawa

Mr. Kichi Kubo

At 86 years old, Fukano's oldest working feedlot
farmer.
Five-time winner of the Matsusaka Beef Cattle
Competition

Sleeping Alongside Sick
Cows out of Sheer Worry
JQR: Is there a trick to choosing the
right calves?
Kichi Kubo: You need a soft one, that
is, one with a soft hide. A calf with
rough skin won't grow up to be a very
good specimen.
J: So there's already a difference, right
from the start?
Kubo: Body shape is important too. The

starts. Any chance I get, I take a cow

J: So whether you boil the straw or not,

out of the shed to somewhere warm

they grow the same?

and brush her coat. When they fatten

Kubo: It makes no difference at all.

up beautifully, it's wonderful. If they

Once they've grown I steam wheat and

leave some of their feed uneaten, I fret

corn and feed it to them as flakes.

over why they didn't eat it.

J: Is there a particular way to raise a

J: It must be great to have one of your

prizewinning cow?

cattle win first place in the competition.

Kubo: There’s no real method that I

Do you feel a special affection for the

know of. Your best chance is to strike a

cow after that?

beast with a healthy appetite. Buy a

Kubo: I suppose it does add something

cow with a strong body. One that will

special to the daily routine. They are

eat an average of two kilograms of feed

living things, after all. If you win the

consistently for three years is good.

competition, looking after the animal for

Although if they stop eating, you're in

the month or so to about December 20

trouble.

is pretty stressful. You can't not feed

J: If a cow does go off its food, what do

them, and if you overfeed them and

you do?

they get sick, you've failed. It's a real

Kubo: Start by giving her vitamins, as a

shame when that happens.

vitamin deficiency is the likely cause.

J: They seem so big and sturdy though.

J: Do you give them beer?

Kubo: They're actually quite delicate.

Kubo: Beer will stimulate their appetite.

Move them to a different shed, for

If they're eating some fodder, I don't

instance, and they often go off their

give them beer.

food.

J: Do you enjoy raising cattle?

J: You've been fattening beef cattle for

Kubo: I do, actually, I like the early

a long time now. Any thoughts looking

weight.

put on airs simply because we produce

Kubo: I've been doing this for over 70

J: And thus any chance of winning the

a luxury brand, so to speak. Other

years, since I was about twelve. If I

competition?

prefectures are putting in the hard graft

didn’t enjoy it I wouldn't be able to get

Tochigi: That's right. She never

right now with the aim of catching up to

up that early every day. If they're eating

regained her appetite, and I decided

Matsusaka, or even outpacing us.

in the morning, I can relax; if they leave

there was no point even entering the

J: If you were to raise as many cattle

some, I start to worry. I've even put

heats on October 24, so unfortunately I

as you could care for, how many would

down a straw mat and slept alongside

ended up selling her. On weighing, she

you have?

sick cows. I think I've only managed to

was found to have dropped to 620kg.

Tochigi: Up to about 30 head would be

come this far because I love it so much.

She lost a whole 50 kg in just a month.

the limit for me. You have to have

Luckily the quality of the meat was

someone who knows the cattle going

good, and a Tokyo department store

round checking on them all every day. I

bought her.

know of a farm that had 200, but if

J: Raising them for so long certainly

you're going to go that big, personally I

has its risks, then.

think you'd be better to reduce the

Tochigi: I give cattle from Hyogo five

number to 150, and raise fewer cattle

kilograms of fodder a day, in two 2.5kg

better.

lots. For premium Matsusaka beef I
have to raise a Hyogo heifer for 900
days. On the other hand, cattle from
Kyushu eat 10-12 kg a day, and can

Mr. Jiro Tochigi

Feedlot farmer in Fukano, 83 years old.
Three-time winner of the Matsusaka Beef
Cattle Competition.

Carefully Raising a
Manageable Number of
Outstanding specimens

reach 750 kg in 20 months.
J: So cattle grow differently depending
on where they are from and their
gender. Is there any special kind of
feed?
Tochigi: The feed is the same
everywhere, I imagine. Imported, with

JQR: What would be your ideal calf?

just the straw grown here in Japan.

Jiro Tochigi: One with a nice straight

Wheat accounts for the largest share of

back, sleek appearance, and smooth,

the imported feed.

tidy legs.

J: Any other worries apart from the

J: So it comes down to skeletal

cattle not eating?

structure and style, then.

Tochigi: When things get hot in

Tochigi: And belly. A calf with a big

summer. It's the time of year that hits

belly will be a good eater.

cattle the hardest. Lots of flies too. I

J: Have you ever made a mistake when

clean out the shed once a day without

If it has a curved spine, it won't put on

buying calves?

fail to prevent any gas buildup. Apart

weight. And it has to have straight

Tochigi: Every time I buy a calf I think

from that, sickness. You can tell a cow

hocks. That's the kind of calf I choose.

this is the one, but several times I've

has a fever by looking at its face.

When the calf first arrives, I give it extra

lost them at about 700 days. They tend

J: Cattle are large beasts, which makes

feed to build up a large belly. If you

to stop eating once they get a bit of fat

some people a little scared to approach

don't do this it won't last three years.

on their bellies.

them.

Premium Matsusaka cattle have to be

J: How do you get a calf that's stopped

Tochigi: They're big, yes, but also

kept for 900 days, so first I concentrate

eating to start again?

sensitive. When calves first come here

on growing its stomach.

Tochigi: Force-feeding is risky. At times

they're frightened, but they get used to

J: What kind of fodder do you use?

like that I might make her drink some

us after three months or so. They're like

Kubo: Nothing very tasty, I'm afraid.

beer and just wait for her to recover.

dogs: they’ll follow you around

Straw, grass, that sort of thing.

Last year I once again had what I

everywhere. Very sweet animals

J: Do you boil the straw?

thought was a well-built cow that was

actually.

Kubo: I used to, but not anymore.

up to 670 kg by September, so

J: Matsusaka cattle are rated very

Everyone has a different approach to

imagined I might be on to a winner, but

highly: what's your view on that?

she suddenly stopped eating and lost

Tochigi: I don't think we can afford to

line of the animal's back, how it stands.

feeding their animals. Some cut their
straw long. Cut it short, and they eat

12

more.

back on it all?

2016 vol.27

Mr. Kubo says that whenever he has a moment he brushes his cows, and that spending time with
them is his greatest pleasure.

Mr. Tochigi heads out for a walk with one of his
cows. Keeping the cowshed clean to minimize
stress for the animals is a daily chore.

2016 vol.27
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Delectable Matsuzaka Beef
– Whatever it Takes to
Offer the Best

Premium Matsuzaka beef is distinguished
by its tenderness and delicate marbling.
However, the low melting point of the fat
means that it starts to run soon after the
meat is removed from the refrigerator,
making it almost impossible to take
photographs that highlight its striking
contrast of red and white and thus
ascertain the quality of the meat.
Matsuzaka cattle are raised in tranquil
and natural mountain surroundings. Clean
air and pure water are indispensable
to raising delectable beef cattle, so
Matsuzaka fits the bill perfectly.

A Local Family Butcher Reveals what Makes Japan's Finest Meat
Japan's wagyu beef is now recognized internationally, and beef from Matsuzaka
is particularly prized, due to its marbled, delicately-textured flesh and delectable,
melt-in-the-mouth fat. We asked Futoshi Nakamura, head of the local butcher shop
Marunaka Honten, to explain just what makes Matsuzaka beef so tasty, and the best
ways to fully appreciate that taste.
Photos: Shingo Shiokawa

T

Text: Shinobu Nakai

he city of Matsuzaka occupies

best feed and keeping sheds

the plain stretching from the

scrupulously clean. The result is meat

mountains adjoining Nara Prefecture to

of the finest quality.”

the ocean at Ise Bay. During the Edo

In the post-war years, farmers

period it was part of the Kishu Domain,

experimented with different ways of

a town of commerce and home to a

producing even higher-quality meat,

sizeable population of the well-known

including giving the cattle beer, coating

“Ise merchants” that ranked alongside

their bodies with shochu liquor, and

the traders of Osaka and Omi in their

taking them for walks.

dominance of Japanese commerce. As

So how does the perennially popular

the city developed over the centuries,

Matsuzaka beef, one of Japan's top

its geographical position bestowed

three wagyu brands, differ in flavor from

upon it the benefits of both the

other wagyu meat?

mountains and the sea. By the Meiji

According to Mr. Nakamura, the

At Marunaka Honten, in order to

era, Matsuzaka merchants were selling

difference lies in the fat. “It's incredibly

maintain the innate flavor of

the cattle they no longer needed for

sweet, and with a low melting point,

Matsuzaka beef, Mr. Nakamura's

agricultural use, and today the city is a

runs off readily. Plus the flesh has a

forebears contracted exclusively with

renowned center for beef farming.

delicate texture and is very tender."

a local farmer to raise cattle on feed

Matsuzaka beef first entered the

Sure enough, sink your teeth into a

such as straw, wheat bran and corn,

national consciousness in 1935 with

piece of Matsuzaka beef and the first

supplemented by crystal-clear,

the awarding of an honorary prize at a

thing that strikes you is the incredible

spring-fed water.

national beef cattle exposition in Tokyo,

umami flavor. The more you chew, the

To sell the best meat at lower prices,

and has maintained a reputation for

more you then begin to sense that

Marunaka Honten's head says the

superlative flavor and quality ever since

wonderfully fragrant quality unique to

shop needs to have its own farm.

as a leading wagyu brand.

premium beef.

The Marunaka Honten farm supplies

According to Mr. Nakamura, "In

Even after swallowing, the experience

"premium Matsuzaka beef" from

Matsuzaka, cattle have been raised on

continues: Matsuzaka beef has a clean,

small family farms ever since beef
cattle farming began here. Rather than

CEO Futoshi Nakamura

Though the shop is often packed, Marunaka Honten staff cater to customer needs with brisk, efficient service and practiced teamwork, and are always happy
to offer advice on ways to prepare and consume different cuts of meat.

M

arunaka Honten was

from a very early age, is twice as

Now, he chuckles, he's Matsuzaka

established in 1948 by a

sensitive as most when it comes to

beef's biggest champion.

butcher employed at the

its flavor. Despite his upbringing,

Friendly shop staff happily answer

time by Matsuzaka specialist

he says he initially had no desire

customers' questions, advising

beef butcher Wadakin. This

to inherit the family business.

them on the best cuts for particular

heifers sourced from Hyogo

butcher wanted to open his own

Instead he acquired a university

dishes and explaining cooking

non-greasy after-taste, due to the way

Prefecture and raised for over 900

shop after the war with the aim

degree and a corporate job, in part

techniques. Out back, master

the sweetness of the fat and the flavor

days, and "Matsuzaka beef" from

of “Giving more people access to

because he found it hard to picture

butchers swiftly cut up meat for

cramming large herds into sheds,

of the meat dissipate so readily in the

heifers sourced nationwide and also

top-quality meat at the lowest

himself behind the counter of a

display. CEO Nakamura's desire to

farmers keep only a few head, allowing

mouth.

raised for over 900 days.

possible prices". Third-generation

butcher's shop. It was not until his

help people get the most out of

The shop sells mainly A5- and

owner Futoshi Nakamura grew up

father fell ill that he decided to

Matsuzaka meat is reflected in the

A4-grade meat, plus meat from

watching his grandfather and

return home, quitting his company

bustling atmosphere of the shop.

Japanese Black cows and ready-

father running the business, and

employment at the age of 30 to

made cooked items.

having eaten Matsuzaka beef

assist his ailing father in the shop.

them to closely monitor the condition of
each animal, and the cattle are raised
with the greatest of care. Stress on the
animals is minimized by providing the
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Stocking As Fresh As
Possible Matsuzaka Beef
Tempts Customers
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Expensive Does Not Always Equal Best:
Knowing the Right Meat
for the Dish is the Key

O

n this afternoon, like most, a
steady stream of customers
pass through the doors of

Marunaka Honten, some splashing out
on Matsuzaka beef by the kilo, others
popping by for freshly-cooked
croquettes or rissoles for their evening
meal. The shop sells an impressive
2,000 croquettes every day. Mr.
Nakamura explains that even items
such as the croquettes and rissoles
use Matsuzaka beef offcuts, placing
them a cut above the rest. "Even the
croquettes assail your taste buds with
that rich meaty flavor from the first
bite."

Croquettes are fried to order and sold for 86 yen each, 108 for the prem ium version .

After a recommendation like that, who
could resist? I duly bought a croquette
and devoured it. He was right: there is

So which cuts are actually best for

the business struggled as customers

something different about these. Yes,

which dishes?

stayed away. He also has concerns

they have the smoothness and

Mr. Nakamura explains. "Cuts like

for the future, including the potential

sweetness of potato, but it is the

chuck, loin and ribeye are great for

impact of the TPP (Trans-Pacific

powerful fragrance of the meat that

sukiyaki and shabu-shabu (meat and

Partnership) Despite his worries, he

dominates, its umami gradually

vegetable hotpot). Shabu-shabu

still believes in the importance of

manifesting as you chew. This was

cooking gets rid of the fat, so it suits

carrying the Matsuzaka beef brand

the meatiest croquette I had ever

even those who prefer leaner meat.

into the next generation: these are

eaten. And at only 86 yen… now I

Fillet and sirloin are suitable for

the sentiments that help sustain the

understood why people were buying

steaks or grilling. For steak, go for a

rich and distinctive culinary culture

ten or twenty of them.

generous chunk rather than a small

of Japan.

As Mr. Nakamura says,

one. Once the outside is browned,

"Chateaubriand at 3000 yen for 100

wrap the meat in aluminum foil and

grams does indeed have a very

rest it on a stainless steel tray or

special flavor. But who can afford to

similar to gradually cook it through.

eat meat like that every day? Saving

The result will be a tender, succulent

the best meat for special occasions

steak retaining all its juices. Delicious

makes sense: boneless short ribs for

just seasoned with salt, or wasabi for

yakiniku and mincemeat for

extra zing. Red meat cuts such as

hamburgers are fine for everyday

round are best used in roast beef.

meals. Even short ribs and mincemeat

Sinewy meat can be stewed, and offal

taste better if they're Matsuzaka beef.

savored in yakiniku."

Knowing just how much better means

16

knowing top quality when you taste

At the height of the mad cow disease

it."

and foot and mouth scares, he adds,

2016 vol.27

Marunaka Matsuzaka beef curry, made with
generous portions of top-quality Matsuzaka
beef, retails at 108 yen and can also be
purchased online.

On the left is managing director
Hajime Nakamura, who oversees
all aspects of meat processing.
In the center is CEO Nakamura,
and on the right, his wife Tomoyo
Nakamura, who looks after all the
office work. Marunaka Honten's
venerable history is reflected in
its distinctive signage.
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Best Savored at the Source

A Gourmet Guide to
Matsuzaka Beef
One of Japan's three big wagyu brands, Matsuzaka beef is
undoubtedly delicious, but also expensive. Here we feature some
local Matsuzaka restaurants that serve the finest Matsuzaka meat at
accessible prices, in relaxed surroundings.
Photos: Shingo Shiokawa, NAME Takahiro Takami

Text: Shinobu Nakai

● Steak

"Oka" Western-style
meat cuisine

O

wner Isao Oka says the restaurant only uses
Matsuzaka beef personally inspected and approved

by himself. The vital thing, he adds, is to procure the
best meat for one's own cooking. The meat used for Mr.
Oka's steaks is aged in-house for about 20 days to
further concentrate the umami. It is then cooked and
rested, cooked and rested some more to calculated
perfection, and checked to ensure it is cooked as
requested, bearing in mind that it will continue to cook a
little on the hotplate after delivery to the table. An Oka
fillet steak cuts like butter, and dissolves in the mouth,
fragrantly and without fuss. The seasoning of finelycrushed sundried salt is also outstanding: the finishing
touch to an ultimate steak that requires no sauce of any
kind.
Isao Oka took
over the business
from his father after
training at an Italian
restaurant in Tokyo.
Putting his heart and
soul into offering the
finest steaks, he is
dedicated to sourcing
the best ingredients.

200g fillet steak flambéed in sake and served with butter. Served with soup, salad and bread or
rice (8000 yen, incl. tax)

DATA
115-20 Uchigomagari-cho, Matsuzaka
TEL: 0598-21-2792
Hours: 11:00 – 14:20（L.O.）
（Last orders）
17:00 – 20:20（L.O.）
（Last orders）
Closed on Tuesdays and the second
Wednesday of each month

● Sushi

Sushiman
E

stablished in 1951, Sushiman serves sushi
made using the finest seasonal ingredients,

with an emphasis on seafood from Ise Bay. At
present the restaurant is run by third and fourth
generation members of the family. Youthful
manager Shuichiro Kondo says he buys
Matsuzaka beef daily from a trusted supplier.
Fresh A5-grade meat from between shoulder and
ribs, which can also be eaten as sashimi, is
seared and served as nigiri-zushi. The fat is at
just the right temperature to starts dissolving on
first bite, and the exquisite flavor is complemented
by tangy vinegared rice and wasabi. Other popular
items include gyutoro-maki beef rolls, made using

the more luxuriously fatty meat, and Matsuzaka

Recommended for those who want to:

beef broth. The restaurant has many regulars who

Shuichiro Kondo, the fourth
generation in the business.
Shuichiro returned to his
family’s sushi operation after
honing his skills at sushi
restaurants in Osaka and
overseas.

agree that when it comes to Matsuzaka beef

Sample genuine Matsuzaka beef at the source

sushi, Sushiman cannot be beaten.

Enjoyed relaxed, unpretentious dining
DATA

Try Matsuzaka beef at just the right price
All prices are tax exclusive unless otherwise indicated
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Matsuzaka beef nigiri, 800 yen each. Savor the flesh between
shoulder and ribs with some salt or wasabi.

14 Hiraomachi Matsuzaka Yumenoki-dori
TEL: 0598-21-1891
Hours: 11:00 – 13:30（L.O.）
（Last orders）
17:00 – 21:30（L.O.）
（Last orders）
Closed on Thursdays
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Best Savored at the Source

◎Yakiniku

A Gourmet Guide to Matsuzaka Beef

◎ Sukiyaki

Isshobin Honten

Matsuzaka beef for flavor and aroma

E

Kameya
S

stablished fifty-four years ago, this
yakiniku barbecue restaurant buys an

entire Matsuzaka cattle beast and uses

ince opening in 1948 under the
slogan of "Matsuzaka beef for

flavor and aroma", Kameya has dealt

every part of the animal to offer meals at

solely in A5-grade Matsuzaka beef. In

affordable prices. What makes Isshobin so

addition to sukiyaki, the restaurant

special is that it serves not only

tempts beef lovers with a Western-style

delicacies such as premium marbled

menu that includes steaks and

chuck and short ribs, but also a wide

hamburger steaks. Kameya's reputation

range of offal (horumon ) – for which

as a favorite of celebrities, including

freshness is key – including the often

film director Yasujiro Ozu and Konosuke

elusive small intestine, which is meaty

Matsushita, founder of Matsushita

and tender. The key to Isshobin’s unique

Electric (now Panasonic) is testament to

taste is the restaurant's miso sauce, made

its capabilities. The "premium Matsuzaka

to the same secret recipe used 54 years

beef sukiyaki" uses beautifully-marbled

ago. When the restaurant first opened,

chuck steak, cut thick for extra

offal was not widely consumed, and this

meatiness. Seasonings consist of just

miso-based sauce was concocted as a

sugar and kaeshi (flavoring base) made

way to make it tastier and more palatable.

to a secret family recipe. Fat melts away

The skill of Isshobin's staff when it comes

from the meat, leaving an intensity of

to cutting meat into different thicknesses

flavor that will keep you coming back for

and sizes by part also distinguishes it as

more.

a place that really knows its meat. A
chain of twelve restaurants across Mie
Prefecture serve up the same fresh flavor
every day.

Owner Mikiko
Nishimura. The
kaeshi, rich yet
with a clean
aftertaste, is
made according
to a family recipe
known only to her.

Manager Masamoto
Ota wants
customers to
"Enjoy the different
flavors of various
cuts of the finest
beef".

DATA

DATA
The high quality of this attractively marbled meat is obvious. From front, top-grade lean meat (1450 yen), (left)
Broiled meat (2300 yen), premium chuck (2500 yen), (top right) premium short rib (1750 yen). Meat is grilled on a
shichirin charcoal grill, allowing excess fat to run off.
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232-3 Minami-cho Matsuzaka
TEL: 0598-26-4457
Hours: 11:00 – 22:00（L.O.）
（Last orders）
Open every day

The premium Matsuzaka beef sukiyaki ranges in
price from 9700 - 21800 yen per head. This photo
shows meat priced at 15800 yen per person. The
perfect balance of lean and fatty meat makes for
a melt-in-the-mouth dining experience. The beef
is cooked first, followed by the vegetables, tofu,
etc., then the meat juices are poured over rice to
finish, ensuring that none of the meat's umami is
wasted.

508-4 Kyomachi
Matsuzaka
TEL: 0598-21-0109
Hours: 11:30 – 20:00
May close earlier to
prepare for next day's
business, or if sold out.
Open every day
(closes irregularly as
circumstances require)
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